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ABSTRACT

Butyl rubber (BR) and high density polyethylene (HDPE) grafted
copolymers, relating to thermoplastic elastomers, are synthesized under
ultrasound exposure (USE) . Investigating the kinetics of macroradlcal
accumulation and structural transformations in BR and HDPE under USE of
various duration we found the objective laws of copolymer synthesis . The
peculiarities of BR+HDPE copolymers structure formation at the molecular
end overmolecular level are investigated in a wide range of compositions.
According to the deformational strength and dielectric Indices, it is
established that the copolymers obtained under USE demonstrate the most
optimum properties In comparison with the copolymers obtained by other
methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Among polymer materials, thermoplastics and elas-
tomer-based polymer mixtures Le ., thermoplastic
elastomers (IPE) are of special interest [1,2] . The
application of these materials can be confidently
advized because they are processed as plastics
preserving high elasticity as elastomers . However,
the absence of systematic investigations on
production methods of compositions with optimum
structure and properties does not encourage the
use of the maximum potential of thermoplastic

elastomers . This problem is especially urgent for
BR - and HDPE - based compositions, the use of
which allows formation of waste-free and more
efficient technologies in resin, cable and electric
industries. In spite of the many patented methods
for BR+HDPE composition production many
problems still exist that interfere with wide-ranging
production and application of- BR+HDPE
compositions.

In this work we establish the objective laws
of synthesis of grafted BR+HDPE copolymers
having TPE properties under USE and investigate
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the peculiarities of their structure and properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

BR of the 5K-2045 type ( p=0 .92glcm 3 , M„=
2.3x105 , Mooney viscosity=50, unsaturation = 2.2
%mol) and HDPE (p=0 .96g/cm 3, stn =2 x 105,

I=5g/10 min, x=74%) were used as starting
materials . The modification by USE was carried
out on an ultrasound dispergator of y 3,E1H-2T type
at a frequency of 44 kHz, 1 W/cm2 intensity, 2W
capacity. For comparison the combination of BR
with HDPE in vessel in the media of solvent
(benzene) at 140°-150 °C, 6-8 atm pressure, during
90 min, and also in melt of PE at rolls at 180 °C,
(rolls clearance = 0 .2mm, t=10 min) was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For determining the optimum conditions of the
production of BR and HDPE-based grafted
copolymers under USE, we investigated the
process of partial depolymerization of individual
polymers depending on USE duration, solvent
nature and solution concentration.

Figure 1 presents the relation curves of BR
and HOPE molecular mass change from USE
duration . It is shown that in BR solutions the
molecular mass decreases more intensively than in
PE solutions and is independent of the solvent
nature and solution concentration.

Analysis of the HDPE infrared spectra after
USE of various durations, reveals the changes in
absorption hands intensity : at 910 cm . l (unsatura-
tion), at 1376 cm- 1 (macrochain branching), and at
1894 cm- 1 (crystalline phase content) . During the
first minutes of USE, the branching rapidly
decreases and crystallinity slightly increases. With
further exposure, the crystallinity decreases, which
can he related to destruction of the PE main chain,
with corresponding molecular mass decrease, and
also the distinctive increase of unsaturation . The
obtained data lead to the supposition that the PE
destruction under USE occurs according to a

radical mechanism, which is based on the alteration
of the reactions of hydrogen breakage by end
radicals and the destruction of the middle radicals
that results in the formation of unsaturated groups
and new end radicals . In the BR infrared spectra,
after USE, the bands indicating the presence of
isopropyl (v=740 cm- 1 ) and ethyl (v=770 cm- l )
side groups occur. This correlates with the NMI)
analysis data [3].

The values of the destruction rates constants
calculated according to the Schmidt equation in its
integral form [4] indicate that the destruction
process under USE both for BR and HDPE
follows as a first order reaction.

Figure 1 presents the relationship between
macroradicals yield and the duration of USE . In
the limiting case, the total quantity of
macroradicals for BR is 0 .95x10-5 molls. and for PE
is 0 .22x10'5 mol/L. It is established that close values
of macroradical yield of starting polymers under
USE are observed for BR and HDPE at 8-10 and
90 min exposure, respectively . This became the
base for choosing the optimum conditions for the
preparation of BR+HDPE grafted copolymers. By
the selective extraction it was established that for
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Fig. I . Molecular mass (2,3,4,5) and macroradicals
formation rate (1,6) relation from USE duration on
5% solutions of HDPE (2,6) and BR (1,4) in n-
xylene, in CC1 4 (3), on 3% solution of BR in xylene
(5),
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the grafted copolymers obtained in the conditions
chosen an the basis of the kinetic research, the
highest efficiency of grafted is observed at the
concentration of elastomer in the composition up
to 60 mass%. The fact of high yield of the grafted
copptymer indicates that for the BR+HDPE
system the possibilities of recombination of
polymer macroradicals under USE are higher than
the recombination of individual homopolymers in
the same solvent in the absence of USE.

The investigation of BR+HDPE copolymers
by the NMD method showed the presence in the
macrochain of polyethylene segments and butyl
rubber segments. Depending on the concentration
of the starting components, the structure of the
obtained copolymer changes. Simultaneous prese-
nce of long grafted chains of BR and short side
branches of PE-type in the copolymer confirms the
simultaneous grafting of both BR to PE and PE to
BR .

The calculation of the grafted chains number
on the HDPE chain was conducted according to
the following equation [5] :

M	
y=	 , where:

y- the number of the grafted chains;

Mn the copolymer molecular mass;

Ml- the limiting molecular mass of BR under
USE;

x- percentage concentration of the grafted
BR.

The maximum number of the grafted BR
chains on PE chain is observed at 30-50 mass%
concentration of BR in the composition, and the
highest value of the molecular mass is valid for the
polymer having the highest quantity of the grafted
chains (Figure 2).

The analysis of the extracted samples
infrared spectra showed that after washing from
the BR, the compositions obtained under USE
duration of 5, 30 . 90 min indicate the preserving of

the BR absorption bands at v=850 cm-3 , 1230 cm- t ,
1361 cm-', and 1388 cm- t . In the diluted part of the
compositions where only BR must be present, PE
absorption bands can be observed (v=720/730
cm- 1 , 910 cm- t , and 980 cm- 3 ). This confirms the
fact of chemical interaction of HDPE and BR . The
remaining bands in HDPE at 910 cm- 1 and 980
cm• t after its combination with BR under USE
indicate that the grafting is the result of the
recombination of macroradicals of PE with BR
macroradicals.

The change of mass relation of the starting
components in the compositions obtained under
the various conditions of mixing and also different
methods of mixing, considerably effects the
strength, electrical and physical characteristics of
the BR+HDPE system (see Table 1).

Therefore, the strength limit for the polymer
of BR:HDPE=40 :60 composition obtained under
the USE is more than three times higher than that
for the same composition obtained in vessel . It is
possible that in the range of 25-45 mass% BR
concentration, one can observe the maximum
quantity of the grafted copolymer, this results in
the increase of the breakage tension. So, under the
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Fig. 2 . The effect of composition on the molecular
mass (Mn) and on the number of grafted chains (y)
in BR+HDPE copolymers, obtained under the
conditions of the optimum formations of radicals.
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Table I . The dependence of deformation and electrical characteristics of BR+HDPE compositions of various

content on production conditions.

EBPE:BR content Mix* method
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1 .1

effect of ultrasound, the complex of such changes
occurs, independent of thermodynamic incompati-
bility of the components and this mixture, in the
range of 25-45 mass% BR content, is characterized
by the most developed interphase layers. The latter
is formed both as the result of macromolecules
interdiffusion in the border of phase division under
USE, and as the result of polymer macromolecules
interaction during the recombination of different
radicals with the introduction of elastomeric
fragments into the PE chain. The copolymers
obtained under USE demonstrate higher specific
resistance than the compositions obtained an rolls
or in vessel.

On analyzing the deformation curves of BR
+HDPE samples, obtained in various conditions,
one can say : a=f(r) curves of the grafted copoly-

mers have an S-shape form, with the specific
segment of self-strengthening at high degrees of
deformation that is characteristic for thermoplastic
elastomers.
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